How you can participate in Agency Wars VIII:
Fight. Sponsor. Attend.
So you think you wanna be a Fighter? Here’s what you need to do to make it:
1. Show up for Recruitment Night on Tuesday,
September 4th 2018, 7:00 PM at Clancy’s Boxing
Academy. Meet the coaches and trainers. Fill out
our questionnaire, get assigned a number, have
your picture taken. All ages, weight-classes, men
and women are welcome to try out.
2. The following day show up for the beginning of
our 2-week Evaluation Boot Camp. Over the
course of 2-weeks you will be evaluated by our
coaches and trainers (strength and conditioning,
boxing) during sessions in the gym and on the
hills at Riverdale Park.

are permitted. All boxing training will be
held exclusively at Clancy’s Boxing Academy.
Boxers are expected to commit to the training
schedule. Before sparring can begin, boxers are
expected to pass medicals with their doctor and
receive Amateur credentials from Boxing Ontario.
Gloves and gear will be provided.
5. Raise $1,000 for the Movember Foundation. Each
boxer is required to raise $1,000 for the charity.
Similar to fun-runs and other charitable events, an
online “Donor Page”, linked to the AWVIII website,
will be created so that co-workers, friends and family
can find their fighter’s name, open their fighter’s
personal page, and donate electronically in support of
their fighter. The Donor Page will show how much the
fighter has raised towards their goal.

3. Final Team Selections will be made on Monday,
September 17th. Finalists will be chosen based on
weight and age match-ups (must be no more
than 10 years and 10 pounds apart), rivalry
potential, general fitness, boxing IQ, “heart” and 6. Sell a table. Each fighter is required to sell 1
desire. All match-ups are approved by our Head
table ($3,000 – 50% due upon selection. Gets you
Trainer, Rico Mancini, Team Captains, and by
seating for 10). Should be easy. Your company,
Boxing Ontario, the sanctioning body. Finalists will
your friends, and your family will definitely
be informed by email. 10 weeks of team training
want to see you duke it out in the ring. Most
will start immediately thereafter.
advertising, marketing, or media companies can
write it off as a marketing expense.
4. Start Training. The following 10-weeks will be
spent training for your fight—boxing basics,
You don’t have to be a fighter to play a
strength and conditioning, nutrition. Boxers are
big part in the event. Be a sponsor.
trained in two teams—Red and Blue—by élite
Olympic and professional boxers and trainers. As a Why not sponsor a great cause and an exciting event?
We can create a sponsorship package for any size budget or
professional fighter, to get this kind of training
you’d have to pay over $10,000! All trainers must objective. Or do your part by buying a bunch of tickets and
attending the most talked about event in the industry.
use Agency Wars trainers. No outside trainers

